A technology for graphene based millimeter wave integrated circuits
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Abstract (Arial 10)

Graphene and other two dimensional materials have been at the forefront of electronics research during the past 10 years. Their extreme form factor as well as their unique properties have provided a new platform to develop devices with novel functionality 1. On the other hand 2D materials are inherently sensitive to their surrounding making processing complex circuits a challenge2,3.

We will discuss integration of graphene based devices into complex high frequency circuits including detection and signal amplification in the GHz frequency range. We will present our established technology on graphene FETs (field effect transistors) operating in the microwave frequency range. Values of transconductance as high as 200mS/mm stemming from optimization of contact resistance to values below 200 Ohms/μm4,5 and top gated structures using HfO2 below 10nm in a complete MMIC compatible fabrication technology that includes passive components will be detailed. We plan to discuss this technology in the frame work of fabricating graphene based monolithically integrated low noise amplifier (LNA) circuits on graphene on SiC as this substrate provides the best heat dissipating properties compared to other alternatives.
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Figures

Figure 1: Image of a multi-finger FET device optimized for GHz operation (left) and typical output characteristics (right)